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10th Annual Queens World Film Festival (QWFF) 2020 HIGHLIGHTS:  Screening 
Over 200 films from 32 nations; 89 films helmed by women, 10 films by children 
under the age of 12, 3 from Iran and for the first time, films from Latvia, Ethiopia, 
Saudia Arabia, Singapore and the Czech Republic. 
 

Where: Museum of the Moving Image, Astoria, Queens, NY  

 

Celebrating its 10th Anniversary, the Queens World Film Festival (QWFF) runs for 11 days from 
March 19-29, 2020.  Festival artistic director, Don Cato, exclaimed “We selected 200+ incredible films 

from around the globe. We literally have something for everyone!" He continued, “expect to be 
delighted by cinematic treasures presented in thematic blocks from filmmakers residing from all over 
the globe—yet all engaged in similar conversations. And expect to be awed by the Museum of the 

Moving Image and the Kaufman Astoria Studios in the heart of the Historic Kaufman Arts District.”  
 
Each year, the Queens World Film Festival pays tribute to an outstanding Queens native/filmmaker 

for their contributions to their field and their body of work. This year's "Spirit of Queens" Award 
Honoree is Queens Native, Actor Ray Romano. 
 

This year’s Festival submissions reveal an increased concern for the weakest among us and the 
future of our planet, but some of them have been cut with a wickedly funny double-edged sword. After 
reviewing almost eight-hundred films entered from sixty-one nations, QWFF programmers selected 

two-hundred and twenty remarkable films from thirty-two nations. This includes forty-three films by 
Asian filmmakers, eighty-four by women, twenty-four from Queens, twenty-six from Brooklyn and ten 
by children participating in the Festival's education program. There are twisted love stories, family-

friendly tales and an entire evening at the historic Zukor dedicated to LGBTQA-themed films from 
across the globe. 
 

Festival Director, Katha Cato wants prospective festival attendees to understand that QWFF is all 
about “heart and guts,” and features maverick filmmakers of all orientation, ethnicities, countries, and 
cultures.  She explained, “QWFF is committed to making sure both creative expression and a passion 

for truth is alive and well. At least in Queens.”  She continued, “this is a tough time on and for our 
planet. Now is the time hold up a mirror to show us who we are, what we have done, and who we 
could be.” 

 
The Opening Night event for QWFF, presented by Investors Bank, will be held on Thursday, March 
19, 2020, beginning at 7 p.m. at the Museum of the Moving Image, located at 36-01 35th Avenue in 

Astoria, Queens.  The Opening Night Block is called “Tales of Connectedness” and features six short 
films from Iran to Brooklyn, that remind us that we are all part of each other, whether we like it or not.  
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Pre-sale QWFF Passes and Packages are now on sale, and Single Program tickets will be available 
from March 4th on. Visit www.queensworldfilmfestival.com to purchase your tickets/passes.  In 

addition, this year, QWFF is going paperless.  
 
The official QWFF app, Event Meow, is available to encourage audiences to interact with filmmakers, 

festival personnel and sponsors, in real time. 
 
In addition to the annual festival, QWFF includes year-round screening opportunities for QWFF 

alumni, special events to bring the Indie film community together, industry networking events, and an 
educational initiative for youth and Seniors. 
 

Additional Festival highlights include screenings of: 
Last Sermon: by Jack Baxter.  Mr. Baxter produced the controversial, critically acclaimed 1995 
documentary "Brother Minister: The Assassination of Malcolm X.  In addition, he and his wife are co-

producers of the award-winning documentary, "Blues by The Beach" (2004).  Jerry Rudes produced 
Last Sermon.  Mr. Rudes launched the Avignon Film Festival in 1984 and directed it for 25 years as 
well as created the American version of the festival, "Avignon/New York" that he curated for 13 years.  

 
World Premier of The Factory by Max Chico- in 2919, Max was named as one of the 10 best 
global filmmakers of the decade by the Cannes Diversity Project this filmmaker returns with his 

groundbreaking feature documentary is inspired by real events during the 80s-90s that shattered an 
entire community in Northern Italy. The documentary team is made of descendents of the victims of 
these horrific events. 

 
Spiral Farm- by Alec Tibaldi-  Starring: Piper De Palma (Brian De Palma's daughter), Amanda 
Plummer (Joe Versus the Volcano, The Fisher King, Pulp Fiction, and The Hunger Games), Alec 

Tibaldi (Writer/Director/Producer) – Director’s statement "I wanted to explore a dysfunctional family, 
further complicated by the commune that they inhabit. I was inspired by the work of Sean Baker and 
Lena Dunham." 

 

 
The Rabbit’s House (La Casa De Los Conejos): Valeria Selinger.  From Argentina, the New York 

Premiere of the only feature by a woman to be screened this year. 
 
Seneca: by Jason Chaet. A funny, wistful, heartfelt story about aspirations, colonialism, and being an 

adult in the 21st century. 
 
Ode to Passion: by Jack Danini. A beautiful dramatic original Rock Musical built around eighteen 

original pop rock songs. 
 
 A block of films we are calling Northern Voices, celebrates the artistry of our Canadian Neighbors 

with 7 films from filmmakers who live and work in Canada.  (UN)Certainty- by Grace Wang, Under 
the Supermoon- by Larica Perera NS 13 , Homeland- by Farzin Farzaneh , Limited- by Mark Datuin 
NS 15,  The Star of Therapy- by Bryce Iwaschuk NS 25, Noisy, Violent, Streams of Silence- by 

Christopher Bianchi ES 10 
 

On March 29, ‘Best of' Awards’ will be given in each category including Best Feature, Best Director, 

etc. with Honorable Mention awards in many categories along with special awards from our partners 
at INKTIP who are giving out free memberships to selected winners. 
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Festival Sponsors include Investors Bank, Kaufman Astoria Studios, Museum of the Moving Image, 
Queens Tourism/ I love NY, Queens Council on the Arts with funds from the Decentralization 

Program a re-grant program at the New York State Council on the Arts and Resorts World Casino.  
 
Program partners include NYC Council Member Danny Drumm and Council Member Jimmy Van 

Bramer, Queensboro Dance Festival, The Women’s Club of Forest Hills.  
 
Industry Partners are Rooftop Films, Duart, At the end of the day, InkTip.  

 
Media Sponsors include Schneps Communication and QPTV Hospitality Partners include Table 
Wine, The Local, Paper Factory, Boro Hotel, Hyatt Place, Single Cut Beer Smiths/NYC, Baldoor 

Foods / Bridge and Tunnel Beer and Gunther's Confections, Jack Jones Pub.  
 
Community Partners to date are Table Wine, Snark party, The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, 

Theresa Bucheister, Premium Bags, Citrin Cooperman, New York City Football Club 
 
The Queens World Film Festival is a program of the Queens World Film Initiative, Inc., a non-profit 

501(c) 3 organization. 
  
Queens World Film Festival: Amazing films from around the world and around the corner.  

 
 


